
 

  Bridge Lessons with Kim Gilman
Spring 2021

See pages 5-6 for Questions & Answers
All times are Eastern Standard Time

Monday & Thursday Afternoons 

1:00-2:50 PM	 Bidding in Competitive Auctions  
(Advanced Beginners and up) 


	 	 	 

Meets twice per week, Mondays & Thursdays, April 5-May 6

Course fee for the 10 lessons is $180 per person or $300 	for a partnership.


Mon. Apr. 5 — Introduction to Preemptive Bidding


Thur. Apr. 8 — The Weak-2 Bid; The Law of Total Tricks


Mon. Apr. 12 — Coping with Preempts


Thur. Apr. 15 — Overcalls and Advances


Mon. Apr. 19 — Cue Bids vs. Weak Bids


Thur. Apr. 22 — Responder’s Double (“Negative Double”)


Mon. Apr. 26 — Takeout Doubles and Advances
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Thur. Apr. 29 — Takeout Double Practice


Mon. May 3  — The Penalty Double


Thur. May 6 — Putting it All Together


Monday Evenings 

7:00-8:50 PM	 Thinking Slam!  

	 	 	 3 weeks, 3 lessons 4/5, 4/12, 4/19. Course fee $55

	 	 	 


7:00-8:50 PM	 Beginner Continuation 

	 	 	 (Weekly, 5 lessons)  4/26-5/24. Course fee $100


If you recently took a “Learn to Play Bridge” class, or would enjoy a gentle 
re-introduction to the game with modern methods, this course is a great 
next step. As you play hands in class reflecting the day’s topic, we’ll also 
discuss strategies for taking all your tricks.


Apr 26  — Conventions: Stayman and Transfer Responses to 1NT 

May 3  — Playing Defense: Strategies to Set the Declarer

May 10 — Strong 2C Opening Bids and Slam Bidding

May 17 — Doubles: Penalty and “Takeout” 

May 24 — The Preemptive Bid


Tuesday Afternoons 
	 	 

1:00-2:50 PM	 The Next Level 
 

Advanced classes for duplicate players and those seeking to win more 
often! Course fee is $155 for all 8 classes; single-session registration will 
be available on my website for $25 per class.


Dates and Topics for “The Next Level” (tentative)
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April 6	 Doubles Demystified, Part 1


April 13	 Doubles Demystified, Part 2	 


April 20	 The Power of Fitting Honors	


April 27	 Counting and Logic, Part 1


May 4	 Counting and Logic, Part 2


May 11	 Cue Bids, Part 1


May 18	 Cue Bids, Part 2


May 25	 Bid a Minor Suit Slam!


Wednesday Evenings 

7:00-8:50 PM	 “Become an Expert Defender” 
 with Zach Grossack (Intermediates and up) 

9 lessons, April 7-June 2. 

Four-time National Champion Zach Grossack will join me every week to 
share how experts think about defense, and teach you many valuable 
tactics. Don’t miss this game-changing opportunity!


We are on defense half the time in bridge. Once you learn how to deny 
Declarer any possible gifts, and work with your partner to maximize the 
tricks for your side, you too will win more often! This course assumes prior 
knowledge of defensive basics such as “third hand high” and attitude 
signals. See for yourself how the experts win on defense! 

Course fee for all 9 sessions is $225 or $400 for a partnership. Single 
classes will be available for registration on Zach’s website for $30.

	 	 

April 7 — Expert Signals (count, suit preference, upside down?)
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April 14 — Expert Opening Leads

	 	 

April 21 — Choose Your Discards Wisely


Apr. 28 — Promote your lower trumps to winners


May 5 — Tap Declarer’s trumps


May 12 — Lead-Directing Doubles


May 19 — Count Declarer’s Tricks


May 26 — Make A Defensive Plan


June 2 — Practice your defense


Thursday Evenings 

7:00-8:50 PM	 Kim’s Learning Games 

6 weeks, April 15-May 20


Want to play bridge and learn at the same time, without a formal lecture or 
a pre-determined topic? My popular “Learning Games” give you a chance 
to play duplicate (sorry, no master points awarded!) with friendly 
competition, then watch and listen as I analyze and discuss the proper 
bidding, play & defense for each deal. I will pause the game every 2 
boards so the discussion takes place while you still remember the hands.


I have almost 1,500 deals in my lesson database, and my computer will 
randomly select six of them for each Learning Game. So, the hands will 
never be boring, but you’ll get a nice variety of themes. Pre-registration is 
required and accepted until 6:00 PM each Thursday for that evening’s 
game. Cost is $20 per session or $100 for all six. Prizes at the end for top 
individuals and pairs!


The bridge game will take place in my Shark Bridge classroom, not on 
BBO. Registration and payment will be via credit card on my website, 
www.bridgewithkim.com.
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Coming in June 2021:

Two-Over-One Game Force


If you would like to learn the Two-Over-One bidding system this summer, 
please send me an e-mail with most convenient days and times for you.


To register for any class, send an email to kgilman11@gmail.com


♠        ♥        ♣     ♦


Questions and Answers about Kim’s online Bridge Classes

What Do I Need to Join In?
Welcome to Online Bridge Classes for Spring 2021! You can enjoy learning 
and improving your bridge play as long as you have: a computer, laptop, or 
tablet; a good Internet connection; and the ability to comfortably use Zoom 
and an Internet window at the same time. I will provide free computer and 
Zoom training prior to the start of each course. 

What Level are the Classes?
My classes are divided into three categories: 1.) Learn to Play Bridge 
(assumes no prior knowledge); 2.) Advanced Beginner & Up — suitable if 
you have recently learned to play, or still consider yourself a relative 
newcomer;  3.) Intermediate & Up — appropriate for duplicate bridge 
players, or those who are ready to gain a competitive edge.

You Say We Play Bridge Hands During the Lesson?
In all my classes, students play hands online to practice what you’re 
learning. We start on Zoom, where I teach a lively lesson! Then, we 
transition to the wonderful and amazing Shark Bridge Classroom for you to 
practice. After each deal, I “replay” it showing all four hands, so you can 
see the correct techniques. You receive full hand write-ups after class.
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How do I Sign Up?
To register for any course — e-mail me at kgilman11@gmail.com. 
I collect payment in advance via Venmo, Zelle, or a check in the mail. 
Selected classes (“The Next Level,” “Expert Defense,” & “Kim’s Learning 
Games”) allow online payments for single sessions. Unfortunately at this 
time I cannot accept other single-class “drop-ins” or pro-rated registrations, 
due to the extra complexities of the online environment.

Family Friendly Bridge Club
Our Arlington, MA bridge club has many friendly games each week, 
including those designed for newer duplicate players. Visit 
www.FamlyFriendlyBridge.com.

About the teacher: Kim Gilman, a Carlisle, MA 
resident, has been playing tournament bridge for almost 
two decades and has won numerous sectional and 
regional championships. She is a Sapphire Life Master 
and an ACBL-certified instructor whose students love her 
interactive, fun, and easy-to-understand lessons. Her 
website is www.bridgewithkim.com.

♠        ♥        ♣     ♦
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